The purpose of the Dream Sheet is to allow you to tell me a little about your background, hopes, aspirations and dreams with regard to a career in the “Business.” Use this document as a template and insert (type) in your answers below each question. I’ll be returning your Dream Sheets to you with comments. Place it in your Career Notebook and take a look at it near the end of the term before you tackle your final. Did your views or ideas change from the first class to the last? If so, how?

1. Name:

2. Educational background--note any education, degrees or study in music, engineering, computers, business, etc. Be as specific as possible.

3. Work experience (not necessarily in the music business--list it all!!)

4. Of all your job experiences, what did you LIKE the most? Why?

5. Of all your job experiences, what did you DISLIKE the most? Why?

6. Are you currently seeking employment in the music industry? If yes, in what capacity?

5. What attracts you to a career in the music business?
6. List, in order of preference, the three jobs you would most like to be doing in the business.

A) 
B) 
C) 

7. Where do you want to be career-wise in five years? In ten years?

8. You work for Sony Music, and you have the choice of spending today either explaining how your record company works to a group of businessman from Tokyo or to help a producer set up a new recording equipment to record demos at our offices. Which would you prefer and why?

9. How much money do you believe you can earn in the next 1-2 years if you landed any of the three jobs you listed above in question 6? Give it your best guess and show the number in annual income.

A) 
B) 
C) 

10. What skills do you hope to develop or strengthen and what knowledge do you hope to learn/gain from this class?